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Deep reflection seismic measurements were carried out in 1992 on a profile south of Rechnitz, 
Burgenland. 30 kg explosives were blasted in 6 shotholes over a fixed geophone spread of 4800 m 
with 96 channels, with distances of 700 m between shotholes. This field procedure leads to a 2- 
to 3-fold coverage. Band limited deconvolution gave the best signal enhancement results. Dynamic 
corrections for the shallow depth range are based on refraction analysis; a stacking velocity of 
6000 m/s was estimated for the deeper section.

Below the base of Tertiary at a depth of about 280 m there is a reflection-free zone down to 
5 seconds two-way traveltime. Below this zone sporadic reflection elements appear down to 
7 seconds, a band of fair reflections in the range between 7 and 8 seconds indicating a transitional 
zone. The Moho is attributed to the deepest reflection at 10 seconds. The Moho and the reflections 
above dip slightly to the west.

Keywords: deep seismic sounding, Mohorovicic discontinuity, Alpine-Pannonian transition 
zone

1. Introduction

The transition zone between the Alps and the Pannonian area offers 
favourable conditions for seismic energy propagation and interpretation. It
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is known from regional investigations in the Transdanubian area of Hungary 
between Lake Balaton and the Hungarian-Austrian border that reflections 
from great depths can be recorded using either dynamite or the Vibroseis 
technique as energy sources. The Mohorovicic discontinuity shows in this 
area a characteristic band of reflections [PoSGAYet al. 1981; PoSGAYet al. 
1990]. Given adequate acquisition procedures, reflections even from the 
sub-Moho range down to the asthenosphere can be observed [PoSGAYet al. 
1986]. By test measurements at Nikitsch/Burgenland in 1981 it was proved 
that even under less than optimal conditions, — e.g. observing with analog- 
seismic equipment and single-fold coverage, good energy transfer exists. 
Thus, reflections even from the lower crust could be observed although 
relatively small amounts of explosives (1 0 -5 0  kg) had been used.

From a shot point near Körmend (Hungary), fair quality reflections from 
the lower crust and the Moho could be observed in the wide angle range along 
an E-W profile up to a distance of 90.7 km from the shot point. For the 
reflection seismic identification of the Moho the results of the refraction 
seismic Alpine profile 1975 are very helpful. This profile was shortly 
reinterpreted [Y a n  and M ECH IE 1989] and can be used for comparison. It is 
only 20 km south of the reflection seismic profile presented here.

The Pennine of the Rechnitz schist uplift has a central position in the 
regional geological analysis of the east end of the Eastern Alps. The reasons 
for investigating the deeper parts of the crust in this area are mentioned in 
Section 2. Only for practical reasons was the reflection seismic profile 
removed into the Tertiary near the crystalline margin. In the near future it is 
planned to continue the profile to WNW up to the area of Pinkafeld. The 
actual investigations are an integral part of the working programme of the 
Commission for Geophysical Research of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.

2. Field measurements

The area between the villages Neuhodis and Rechnitz in the north, and 
Dürnbach and Schachendorf in the south was selected for the field measure
ments of 1992. The reasons for selecting this area were: 1) the probability 
of favourable conditions for the excitation of seismic energy in the transition 
zone from the Alps to the Pannonian area. 2) The key position of the Penninic 
schists within the window of Rechnitz for regional geological analysis.
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The profile is east-west oriented: it starts somewhere between Rechnitz 
and Schachendorf and goes towards the west as a fairly straight line up to a 
point between Neuhodis and Dürnbach. The profile is therefore situated just 
a few km south of the isolated schist outcrop of Rechnitz and more or less 
parallel to its southern rim. The basement could therefore be expected at a 
depth of a few 100 m under the Tertiary overburden. The profile was planned 
for later continuation up to somewhere west of Pinkafeld.

The measurements were carried out in autumn 1992. A spread of 96 
geophone points with a group interval of 50 m leads to a CMP distance of 
25 m. The recording instruments were a Sercel 332 HR and a Sercel 338 В 
in master-slave configuration, each instrument recording on 48 channels. The 
Sercel 332 HR was appointed to be the master. Two of the traces of each 
master and slave were connected to geophones with identical positions in the 
field. By use of this trace overlapping time-break errors of the slave could 
be eliminated by a cross correlation technique. Neither shot nor receiver 
arrays were used.

Seven shots with 30 kg explosives each were blasted in 6 boreholes at a 
depth of 20 to 30 m. The distances between the boreholes were usually 700 m, 
i.e. 15 geophone points positioned between two shot holes. Fig. 1 shows the 
layout of the profile and the position of the shot points in the field.

A refraction survey was carried out on three profiles А, В, C running 
from north to south to trace the base of the Tertiary, i.e. top crystalline. The 
basement shows a highly accentuated topography with a general rise to the 
north, where the basement crops out from the Tertiary. The velocity 
distribution determined from the refraction seismic data is a valuable supple
ment to the velocity information deduced from the deep seismic shots. These 
refraction seismic data were successfully used for the near surface static 
correction calculation.

3, Processing of the reflection seismic data

The data processing was done with the DISCO package from COGNtSEiS 
Development (Houston, Tx, U.S.A.). The data were originally stored in 
SEG-B standard format on 9-track tapes. In the first step the tapes were 
checked and stored on disk after demultiplexing. There were 9 records from 
both machines, master and slave, shot at 6 different source positions. Each
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Fig. 1. Location map of the refraction seismic lines A, В and C and of the deep reflection seis
mic profile (SP1 to SP6)

1. ábra. Az А, В, C refrakciós vonalak és a mélyszeizmikus szelvény (SPl-től SP6-ig) hely
színrajza

record has a total number of 48 channels with a sampling interval of 2 
milliseconds. The recording time was 16 to 24 seconds.

Since the analog amplifiers of the master and slave machines are not 
calibrated, the energy of the slave records had to be corrected. To compensate 
for the different amounts of explosives, the rms-amplitude of all traces of the 
combined records was calculated. The ratio of these values to the value of 
an arbitrarily chosen record led to a gain factor for the compensation of the 
charge irregularities. For further processing only the combined and gain 
corrected records were used.

To calculate the static correction values, the records were transferred to 
SEG-Y standard format and copied to a PC. A refraction analysis of the first 
breaks was done by the Generalized Reciprocal Method of PALM ER [1980], 
whereby a special refraction analysis package, developed by JOANNEUM
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RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, was used. The static correction 
values were calculated for a datum plane of 200 m above sea level. The next 
step included the geometry information, muting of the first breaks, and 
elimination of bad traces. The spherical divergence correction was based on 
the velocities of the refraction analysis.

A frequency analysis of the records followed. The average amplitude 
spectrum in a time range of 0 to 16 seconds was calculated. Fig. 2 shows a 
dominant signal frequency of 20 Hertz and a noise frequency (ground roll) 
of about 5 Hertz. Based on this analysis a fdter test was designed. The records

Frequency [h*i

Fig. 2. Spectral analyses in the traveltime range from 0 to 16 seconds 
2. ábra. A 0-16 s-os menetidő-tartomány amplitúdó-frekvencia analízise

were filtered by zero phase band pass filters with different bandwidths. The 
result of this filter test helped to optimize the deconvolution parameters. The 
bandlimited deconvolution gave slightly better results than the spiking 
deconvolution. For further processing the records were truncated to an 
adequate time range of 23 seconds.

The next step was collecting the CMP’s. Since the field job was designed 
for a target depth of more than ten kilometers, velocity analysis in the shallow 
depth range was difficult. Because of this, in this range the velocities obtained 
by refraction analysis were used for the dynamic correction. In the deeper 
section, a stacking velocity of about 6000 meters per second was estimated. 
The following brute stack, based on this velocity model, was used to optimize
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Rechnitz 1992, Final Stack 
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Fig. 3. Reflection seismic two way traveltime section of the 1992 campaign in the range from 5
to 11 seconds

3. ábra. Az 1992-es mérések kétszeres vertikális menetidő szelvénye az 5-11 s-os tartományról
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the input parameters for the residual statics calculation. Application of the 
residual statics and the stacking operation led to the final stack (Fig. 3). Only 
the deeper part (5 s to 12 s) is shown.

4. Results

The final stack (Fig. 3) contains the total information of the acquisition 
campaign. It allows the determination of the reflection times. There are strong 
surface waves which could not be removed totally by filtering. Furthermore 
one has to consider that at shot holes 4 and 5 shot depths of only 13 m were 
possible because of the technical problems mentioned above. Thus only 
charges of 10 and 15 kg were possible. This caused reduced reflection energy 
in the last part of the profile.

The datum of +200 m above sea level, i.e. about 100 m below the 
surface, was chosen to keep static corrections small. The base of the Tertiary 
shows a considerable relief down to 85 m below sea level with a high velocity 
contrast between Tertiary (1900 -  2000 m/s) and Crystalline (6000 m/s). 
Calculation of the static corrections was based on these data.

In the range down to 1 s reflection time only sporadic reflections appear 
over short distances. They can be interpreted as reflections from the Pan
nonian series.

The upper crust is practically free of reflections, except some short 
reflection elements at about 3 and 5.1 s. There are some west dipping elements 
in the time range of 5.4 -  6.4 s. More short reflection elements are down to 
about 7 s, also dipping west. Starting with a reflection time of 6.96 s at shot 
point 1  there is a reflection band continuing nearly over the whole profile. 
Between 7.6 and 8.0 s there are some more reflections with distinct 
perseverance. Below this are more short reflecting elements. On the western 
half of the profile is a characteristic band of reflections between 9.2 and 9.3 s, 
which can be followed to the easternmost part of the profile. At longer times 
only a few not very characteristic reflection elements exist maintaining the 
general trend.

At a reflection time of 10 s there are reflections whose rise is less 
pronounced in the eastern part of the profile compared to the reflections 
above. Below about 10.2 s no definite reflections exist. Due to this fact the 
mantle might be indicated.
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Rechnitz 1992, Depth Section 
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Fig. 4. Depth section of the reflection seismic data of the 1992 campaign (left side) and veloc
ity models ‘Yan and Mechie [1989]’ and ‘Schmöller [1981]’ deduced from the ALP 75 re
fraction and wide angle reflection seismic data [Yan and M echie 1989; Weber et al. 1981]

(right side)
4. ábra. Az 1992-es reflexiós mérések mélységszelvénye (bal oldalon) és a „Yan and M echie 
[1989]” és „Schmöller [1981]” féle az ALP 75 szelvény refrakciós és szélesszögű reflexiós 

adataiból levezetett sebességmodellek [Yan and M echie 1989; Weber et al. 1981] (jobb oldal)
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In the lower crust the general trend of the reflections is rising to ENE 
with an angle of 11 -  15°.

A more detailed correlation of reflections is shown on the depth section 
Fig. 4.

5. Interpretation

5.1. Velocity models derived from ALP 75 seismic measurements

Useful velocity data for the surroundings of the prospecting area exist 
from the ALP 75-refraction seismic measurements [Yan  and MECHIE1989] 
and from reflection seismic records in the wide angle range with the shot 
point near Körmend in western Hungary. Further measurements were 
performed on the occasions of the International Geodynamic Project 1975 
and 1977 [We b e r et al. 1981].

For the section of the ALP 75-profile which is 22 km S of the Rechnitz 
area Y an  & Mechie [1989] use the following velocity model. In the upper 
crust at the top of the Crystalline there is a velocity gradient of 0.01 to 
0.015 (km/s)/km, dropping to a value of 0.004 (km/s)/km at greater depths. 
The velocity in the upper crust increases from about 6.0 km/s to 7.0 km/s at 
a depth of 7 km. From there the velocity is constant down to a depth of 10 km. 
From 10 to about 15 km a ‘low velocity channel’ exists, in which the velocity 
decreases to 5.90 km/s. From the depth of 14 km down to 30 km this velocity 
model is shown in Fig. 4 as the ‘Y an  and MECHIE [1989]’ model. From 
theoretical considerations a transition layer of 1  km thickness was assumed 
in this model at the base of the upper crust. Below this transition layer at a 
depth of about 16 km follows the boundary between the upper and lower 
crust. It is characterized by a velocity increase from 6.11 to 6.28 km/s. 
Because of amplitude and phase relationships, a transition zone with a 
thickness of 2  km has been built into the model at the base of the lower crust. 
There the velocity increases from 6.37 km/s to 7.52 km/s. The position of 
the Mohorovicic discontinuity is defined by a fairly abrupt velocity increase 
to 8.01 km/s at a depth of about 30 km.

The wide angle reflection seismic data along profile ALP 75 [Weber et 
al. 1981] are also of interest for the recognition of the Moho and the 
reflectivity of the upper and lower crust. At six stations the arrivals of
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Station 4
Distance from 
Shotpoint-F 
63.8 km

Fig. 5. Wide angle reflection seismic data on the ALP 75 profile from shotpoint near Könnend 
(Hungary) to recording stations 1— Hartmannsdorf; 2—Eichberg; 3—Commende Wald;

4— Eisenhiittl; 5—Punitzer Wald, M l, М3, M4, M5 are refraction arrivals, R2, R3, R4, R5
are reflection arrivals. The Moho is represented by the reflection band R4 to R5 

[from Weber et al. 1981]
J. ábra. Szélesszögű reflexiós szeizmikus adatok az ALP 75 szelvényen a Körmend (Magyarország) 

közeli robbantópont és az 1—Hartmannsdorf; 2—Eichberg; 3—Commende Wald; 4—Eisenhiittl;
5— Punitzer Wald közötti szakaszról. M l, М3, M4, M5 refrakciós-, R2, R3, R4, R5 reflexiós 

beérkezések. A Moho-t az R4-től R5-ig reflexiós köteg képviseli [WEBER et al. 1981]
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Refraction Waves 
Reflected Waves 10 20 30km

Reflection Se ism ic Station
1 Hartmannsdorf 3 CommendeWald 5 PunitzerWald
2 Eichberg 4 Eisenhiittl 6 Eberau

Fig. 6. Velocity model derived from the ALP 75 wide angle reflection seismic data of Fig. 5.
[from W eber et al. 1981]

6. ábra. Az ALP 75 szélesszögű reflexiós adatokból (5. ábra) származtatott sebesség modell
[Weber et al. 1981]

shotpoint F could be recorded. The records of five stations (station 1 to station 
5) are reproduced in Fig. 5. Using the arrivals of these records, with the 
refracted waves marked by M l, М3, M4, M5 and the reflections marked by 
R2 to R5, a P-wave velocity model was developed by S c h m ö l l e r  [in W e b e r  
et al. 1981]. It is presented as a profilç from shotpoint F in the east to the 
recording stations 1 to 6  in the west (Fig. 6).

Reflections R2 and R3 from the top and base of the ‘low velocity channel’ 
exist on the five records. The top of the lower crust is therefore clearly 
characterized by the reflection seismic data. On each of the 5 wide angle 
spreads the Moho reflection can be recognized as a band of reflections (R4, 
R5). However there is some discrepancy in the definition of the Moho given 
above in that on all wide angle spreads there are events even from below the 
reflection band defined as the Moho. These reflections probably come from 
the uppermost part of the mantle. On spread 4 (Eisenhiittl) a characteristic 
reflection at about 0.3 s below the Moho and on spread 3 a reflection 0.4 s 
below this level can be identified. This might be an indication for the gradient 
zone assumed by Yan and M ECH IE [1989] with a thickness of up to 6  km in 
this part of the deep refraction seismic profile. However one has to be cautious
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when interpreting these events as sub-Moho reflections. They cannot be 
distinguished from diffractions because of the short spread length of 0.69 km. 
However, their frequent appearance — especially in the time range up to 2 s 
below the Moho — might indicate true reflections.

This velocity model is also shown in Fig. 4 as the ‘SCHMÖLLER [1981]’ 
model. For comparison purposes the horizons corresponding to the main 
velocity-discrepancies are marked in both models. The most important 
difference is obviously in the low velocity channel: in the model ‘YAN and 
M echie [1989]’ this low velocity channel is at a depth between 10 and 15 km; 
however, in the ‘SCHMÖLLER [1981]’ model it is in the depth range 12.5 - 
19 km. In other words the top of the lower crust is 2 km deeper than in the 
‘Yan  and Mechie [1989]’ model. The top of the gradient zone above the 
Moho of the ‘Ya n  and Mechie [1989]’ model seems to correspond with the 
reflection pattern of the wide angle reflection data. The position of the Moho 
is about the same in both models, which is in the assumed range of accuracy 
of the computed depth profile. So the two models agree in a wide range 
although Yan  and Mechie [1989]’ model was derived from refraction data 
whereas the other model — ‘SCHMÖLLER [1981]’ — was derived from wide 
angle reflection seismic data in combination with refraction data on usual 
single 24-channel spreads.

The determination and comparison of real amplitudes of the wide angle 
reflection data are not possible because of the use of different analog and 
digital reflection seismic instruments during that campaign as well as different 
amplification and variable amounts of explosives at shotpoint F (1, 2 and 4 
tons).

5.2. Identification o f the Mohorovicic discontinuity in the reflection
seismic data o f 1992

There is some ambiguity in the velocity analysis of the Rechnitz data of 
1992 (Figs. 3, 4) because of the relatively short spread of 4.7 km length. The 
velocity analysis results in an average stacking velocity of 6 . 0  km/s.

With reference to the experience in other areas the Moho reflection is 
defined as a more or less pronounced band of reflections in the lower crust. 
Below the Moho is a zone free of reflections or with only short, sporadic and 
weak reflections. No reflection from the sub-Moho range is expected. To get 
sub-Moho reflections, greater charges and geophones with lower natural
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frequency (4.5 Hz) are necessary, judging from the experience of POSGAYet 
al. [1981] and POSGAYet al.[1986].

In view of the above, the band of reflections dipping slightly west and 
with a traveltime of 9.97 s in the east of the profile (Fig. 3) is obviously the 
Moho reflection. The Moho reflection shows a reflection configuration nearly 
parallel to the reflections above it; it is characterized by a strong trough 
between the principal adjacent, nearly equally strong peaks. Below this zone 
there are only weak reflection elements with maximum horizontal extensions 
of some 1 0 0  m and some sporadic arrivals with questionable reflection 
character.

No final conclusion on the nature of the Moho in the Rechnitz area can 
be drawn from the sparse data available. The character and continuity of 
reflections support the concept accepted by many geophysicists of a laminated 
lower crust near the Moho. Several reasons for this characteristic Moho 
reflectivity are possible [MEISSNER and KUSZNIR1987; WEVERet al. 1987]. 
A development of magmatic layers by intrusions from the mantle might be a 
plausible explanation. This is supported by the regional high position of the 
mantle in this area. POSGAY [1980] points out that the Moho changed its 
position during geological times. Therefore one could interpret the sub-Moho 
reflections as an indication of the remnants of an older Moho.

5.3. Comparison with other investigations in the East Styrian Tertiary 
basin and in the Pannonian area

Using two vertically crossing spreads a deep reflection seismic measure
ment was performed in the year 1981 at Nikitsch, about 30 km N of the 
presently investigated area [Mauritsch et al. 1986]. A reflection band at 
9.5 s reflection time was recognized as the deepest coherent reflection event 
over the full spread length of 1.46 km. Additional reflections from the lower 
crust were observed in the depth range of 18 -  19.5 km. The work of POSGAY 
[1980] and POSGAY et al. [1986] is a further basis for comparison studies. In 
particular, the investigations in western Hungary were useful. The NW-SE 
running standard profile MK-1 ends near Deutsch-Kreutz and can therefore 
be compared with the Nikitsch data. The Moho reflection is identified at 7.9 
-  8.5 s reflection time, where a transition zone is assumed. The Moho 
reflection is not continuous and indicates disturbances. Furthermore a good 
correlation should exist between the Moho depth and the heat flow data. The
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conclusion is that there was a partial melting of rocks at the Moho. The 
extrapolation of the depth lines leads to Moho depths of 27 km in the area 
south of Rechnitz. On the Hungarian side there is obviously a regional high 
of the Moho with depth values of 26 km. There might be a closed high in the 
Szombathely-Kőszeg area of Hungary extending to Austria. The Moho’s 
depth value of 27 km near Nikitsch offers a good fit to this hypothesis. Further 
comparison studies can be done with gravity data based on a fairly dense net 
of sample points to establish rock densities. Albu et al. [1989] presented a 
structure map of the Moho in Austria and Hungary showing a depth of about 
31 km in the area south of Rechnitz. The map also shows the postulated high 
of Kőszeg although the top is shifted laterally and 3 or 4 km deeper compared 
to the results of this deep seismic reflection survey.
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Mélyszeizmikus mérések eredményei Rohonctól délre (Burgenland)
Ausztriában

Franz W eber, Rupert Schmöller, Rudolf К. Fruhwirth

1992-ben mélyszeizmikus reflexiós méréseket hajtottak végre Rohonctól délre Burgenland- 
ban. Harminc kg-os tölteteket robbantottak fel egymástól 700 m távolságban lévő 6 robbantólyuk
ban egy 4800 m-es 96 csatornás rögzített terítés mentén. Ez az eljárás 2-3-szoros fedésnek felel 
meg. A legjobb jelkiemelést a sávkorlátozott dekonvolúció adta. Kis mélységtartományra a 
dinamikus korrekció refrakció analízis eredménye; 6000 in/s-os összegzési sebességet becsültek 
a mélyebb szelvényszakaszokra.

A tercier aljzata alatt kb. 280 m-től 5 s-os kétszeres vertikális menetidőig egy reflexió hiányos 
zóna van. E zóna alatt 7 s-ig a reflexiók elszórtak, míg a 7-8 s-os tartományban a jól felismerhető 
reflexiók egy átmeneti zónát jeleznek. A Moho mint legmélyebb reflexió 10 s-nál jelenik meg. 
Mind a Moho, mind a felette lévő reflexiók enyhén Ny-i dőlésűek.




